LEARNING GOALS
Gain

VOIDS & CONDENSERS. UPDATING
HERITAGE AREAS (MAD/SPAIN).
WORKSHOP + FIELD TRIP
Cities or villages, being accumulators built of people, are places full of opportunities for intervention. The main
objective will be the detection and analysis of these hidden nodes as a complex and multifaceted magma of
material and immaterial elements. A view of architecture, not only as building but also looking at flows that
activate habitat spaces, public spaces, sociability spaces, exchange spaces, political spaces, everyday life
spaces, ambiguity spaces, contradictory spaces or intermediate spaces. All of them are nodes of opportunity
from which to operate. The summer workshop entitled Opportunity nodes; alludes to a semantic paradox: the
public space as a place of negotiation, spontaneous social representations, tribunes for demonstrations and
demands, scenarios that can be reprogrammed according to circumstances, temporary supports for citizens’
movements, urban showcases of contradictory society, accumulators of layers of collective memory.

WORKSHOP:

FIELD TRIP (Optional)

ECTS credits: 5

ECTS credits: 2

Dates: 6 to 17 June 2022

Dates: 30 May to 4 June 2022

Meet Our

Experience

Fundamental thinking in design and the generation of ideas

Critical understanding

Visual ideas and meaning

Skills

Communication and representation of ideas and concepts

Knowledge

Other cultures and societies

Awareness

Sustainability and society

SYLLABUS
Workshop
We will work in Madrid, a town of remote origins in the vicinity of the Manzanares River. Its peak was in 1561, when
Philip II moved his court from the nearby city of Toledo to the Real Alcázar in Madrid. Declared capital until our days,
it was to undertake successive enlargements absorbing and transforming itself according to the specific historical
moments. The place of intervention will be a paradigmatic scenario, a public space representative of the city, a
vacuum, a condenser: Madrid’s Plaza Mayor.
Field trip (Optional)
Travelling is a fundamental and indispensable part of learning architecture. Getting to know the places, walking
through spaces, feeling their changing atmospheres, learning about vital experiences with users and inhabitants
provides knowledge committed to the intervened reality. The architectural journey is a search, a discovery, an
adventure, a constellation of what a project once was. It is about entering into real contact with the environment,
climatic conditions, orography, natural resources, people, latent culture, materiality and social events. It is about
getting acquainted with the paradigmatic architectures that have dealt with heritage as a cumulative mechanism of
references. This is presented in the first week of the workshop as part of the academic program. The transit in this
introductory journey will be intense, exploring different proposals that are part of the architectural legacy.
The trip will be from [MADRID to BARCELONA, and from BARCELONA to MADRID]. To paraphrase Francisco Javier
Sáenz de Oíza, we will turn our bus into the best kind of project class. The round trip* between these two big
European cities will allow us to stop in different intermediate places of interest, visiting numerous proposals in places.

INSTRUCTORS
Franca Alexandra Sonntag [Berlín DE] // PhD in Architecture / Master in
Architecture and Urban Planning from BTU-Cottbus, Germany / European Design
Labs Master from IED-Madrid as scholarship holder / Master in Advanced
Architectural Projects MPAA.04 from ETSAM /// Master MDI and MDII Lecturer at
IED-Madrid / Assistant Professor at ETSAM UPM / Visiting professor in Spain,
Germany, Italy, Thailand, India or USA /

////// Both set up mOve architecture laboratory //// They work together on [Spain/in/India] Cooperate
Classroom Team Member at ETSAM-UPM/ UAH Synergies Interdisciplinary / Inter-university Teaching
Innovation / Culture of Habitat Research Group / Cycle In-between Reflexions Madrid-Berlin Curator in
collaboration with Goethe-Institut Madrid in 2013 -16 /

Ricardo Montoro Coso [Madrid E] // Architect 2004 / Master in University Teaching
MADU as UAH General Foundation scholarship holder / Master in Advanced
Architectural Projects MPAA.02 ETSAM as a Ministry of Education scholarship
holder / Master MDI and MDII Lecturer at IED-Madrid since 2011 / ETSAM-UPM
lecturer since 2017 / Visiting professor in Spain, Germany, Italy, Thailand, India or
USA / PhD student.

//// They have won several prizes /// La Rinconada J5 R&D&I Technology Center First prize for Young
Architects in 2008 / Axerquía Norte (Córdoba) First prize in 2009 / First prize ex-aequo as author at
FAD’16 Category Thinking and Criticism Awards / First prize ex-aequo as author XIII Spanish Biennial of
Architecture and Urbanism. [Instagram @move_archlab]

